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ABSTRACT
SQL Injection (SQLI) is a common vulnerability found in web applications. The starting point of SQLI
attack is the client-side (browser). If attack inputs can be detected early at the browse side, then it could be
thwarted early by not forwarding the malicious inputs to the server-side for further processing. This paper
presents a client-side approach to detect SQLI attacks1. The client-side accepts shadow SQL queries from
the server-side and checks any deviation between shadow queries with dynamic queries generated with
user supplied inputs. We measure the deviation of shadow query and dynamic query based on conditional
entropy metrics and propose four metrics in this direction. We evaluate the approach with three PHP
applications containing SQLI vulnerabilities. The evaluation results indicate that our approach can detect
well-known SQLI attacks early at the client-side and impose negligible overhead.
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1. INTRODUCTION
SQL Injection (SQLI) vulnerability is a well-known security concern for web applications that
alters the implemented query structures with supplied malicious inputs. The execution of altered
queries may lead to security breaches such as unauthorized access to application resources,
escalation of privileges, and modification of sensitive data [33]. A number of recent surveys [1,
12] indicate that SQLI is among top three worst vulnerabilities discovered in today’s web-based
applications after their deployment. Moreover, a large portion of data security breaches have been
caused by SQLI attacks in real world resulting in financial losses to business organizations [8].
So, detecting SQLI attacks early can reduce the potential losses.
The starting point of SQLI attack is the client-side (browser). If attack inputs can be detected
early at the browse side, then it could be thwarted early by not forwarding the malicious inputs to
the server-side for further processing. This could bring two benefits: adding an extra protection
layer on top of server-side solutions (e.g., secure coding [9, 31], code generation [33], dynamic
analysis [4, 29]) and working as a complementary approach to other known existing black-box
level solutions (e.g., security scanner tools [14, 15, 19, 28, 32]). However, there are challenges to
develop a client-side SQLI attack detection approach. For example, the relevant form fields that
require checking at the client-side must be informed by the server-side and the information should
not contain sensitive data such as original query, table name and column name. The deviation of
dynamic query structure at the client-side needs to be computed and checked based on the
information supplied from the server-side. So, suitable measurements are required at the client-
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side. Finally, the approach should be light-weight which means heavy computation should not be
performed at the client-side.
This paper attempts to address these issues. We propose a client-side SQLI attack detection
framework based on conditional entropy metrics. We address the first issue by developing an
approach to extract query structures from the server-side code and convert them to shadow
queries. A shadow query is identical to an original query, except column names, table names, and
input variables are replaced with arbitrary symbolic values. The second issue is addressed by
measuring the deviation of information content between shadow queries with symbolic values and
actual input values. We leverage the concept of information theory [25, 26] to measure the
information content of queries. In particular, our contribution remains in the development of four
types of conditional entropy metrics. If there is a deviation of the information content between a
shadow query and a dynamic query (formed by replacing symbolic values with actual inputs from
form fields), then an SQLI attack is detected at the client-side and a request is blocked.
Otherwise, inputs supplied to a form are considered as benign and a request is allowed to the
server-side.
We evaluate our approach with three PHP web applications containing known SQLI
vulnerabilities. The evaluation results indicate that the approach can detect most common attack
inputs at the client-side. Moreover, the approach has negligible overhead in terms of computation
and code instrumentation. The proposed approach has several advantages. First, it does not rely
on the specific type of attack inputs and new attack inputs can be detected. Second, input filtering
mechanisms implemented at the client and server-sides may not detect all malicious inputs, so it
can be a complementary approach to other existing solutions [14]. Further, the approach imposes
negligible overhead at the browser.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows an example of SQLI attack at the client-side
followed by a brief introduction of our approach for detecting it. We also discuss the related
work. In Section 3, the proposed client-side SQLI attack detection framework is discussed in
details followed by conditional entropy metrics and their application in SQLI attack detection
process. Section 4 describes the experimental results found during our evaluation. Section
5concludes the paper and discusses future work.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
In this section, we first provide an example of SQL Injection attack occurrence followed by a
brief overview how our approach can detect the attack. Then, we discuss some related work on
SQL Injection from the literature.

2.1. Example of SQL Injection attack and detection by our approach
First, we explain how an SQLI attack can occur in PHP code. We show a login form in Figure
1(a). The form has two input fields (Login, Password) whose values are supplied by a user. When
a user clicks on Login button, a request for accessing the website is sent to the server side with the
supplied values. Figure 1(b) shows the HTML code of the HTML form. Here, the Login and
Password input fields are accessed at the server-side through $fLogin and $fPassword variables,
respectively. Also, the login.php script is executed at the server-side which generates a dynamic
SQL query for authentication based on the supplied values.
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(a) Login form

(b) HTML of login form
<form name = “form1” action="login.php" method="post">
<input type=”text” name= “fLogin”>
<input type= “text” name= “fPassword”>
<input type= “submit” name= “Login”>
</form>

Figure 1. (a) A login form. (b) HTML code of login form.

Figure 2 shows the PHP code snippet. Lines 1 and 2 extract the fLogin and fPassword fields of a
request into $login and $pwd variables, respectively. Note that the inputs are not filtered and
directly concatenated with other strings for generating a dynamic SQL query at Line 3. Thus, the
code is vulnerable to SQLI attack. Line 4 executes the query and Line 5 performs the
authentication based on the presence of at least one row in the result set. If the provided credential
information is matched in the tlogin table, the current session ID is set with the obtained id field
from the table.
1. $login = $_POST[‘fLogin’];
2. $pwd= $_POST[‘fPassword’];
3. $qry = "select id, level from tlogin where uid =’”.$login. “’ and password =’”.$pwd. “’”;
4. $result = mysql_query($qry);
5. while($row = mysql_fetch_array($result)) { // authentication
6.
$_SESSION[’ID’] = $row['id'];
……..
7. }
Figure 2. PHP code for authentication.

If a user provides benign values for the input fields as “admin” and “secret” respectively, the
dynamic query at Line 3 becomes as follows: select id, level from tlogin where uid='admin’ and
password = 'secret’. However, if a user supply malicious inputsas shown in Figure 1(a), the
query becomes: select id, level from tlogin where uid=’’ or 1=1 --’ and password =’’. The
resultant query is now a tautology. Here, the query part after the comment symbol “--” is ignored.
The remaining condition uid=’’ or 1=1 is evaluated as true. Therefore, the supplied malicious
input has altered the intended query structure.
We now show how our approach can detect the attack from the client-side. We modify the HTML
form as shown in Figure 3 (a) by adding three hidden fields. They represent server-side provided
information on shadow query (sQuery), the form fields that need to be checked (chkField), and
the values that need to be substituted with the form field values (substitute) in a shadow query. In
addition, a JavaScript code is supplied from the server-side to perform the checking of SQLI
attack at the client-side. The method chkSQLI is shown briefly in Figure 3(b). Here, the script
code extracts the shadow query at Line 2. Line 3 computes the conditional entropy of the shadow
query (entropySqry). Line 4 substitutes shadow query’s symbolic values (specified at
document.form1.substitue as comma separated field values) with form fields (specified at
document.form1.chkField as comma separated values).
The conditional entropy (entropyAqry) of the actual query is obtained at Line 5. Line 6 compares
the value of entropyAqry and entropySqry. If there is a match, the inputs are considered as benign
and the form is submitted to the remote website (Lines 6-7). If there is a mismatch, a warning
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message is generated on SQLI attack related inputs and the form is not submitted to the remote
website (Lines 8-9).
(a) Revised HTML form
<form name = “form1” action="login.php" method="post">
<input type=”text” name= “fLogin”>
<input type= “text” name= “fPassword”>
<input type= “hidden” name= “sQuery”
value= “select c1, c2 from t1 where c3 =v1 l1c4 = v2”>
<input type= “hidden” name= “chkField” value =“fLogin, fPassword”>
<input type= “hidden” name= “substitue” value =“v1, v2”>
<input type= “submit” name= “Login”onclick= “chkSQLI ()”>
</form>
(b) JavaScript code for checking SQLI attack
0. <script type="text/javascript">
1. function chkSQLI(){
2. var sqry = document.form1.sQuery;
3. var entropySqry = condEntropy(sqry);
4. var aqry = subs (sqry, document.form1.chkField, document.form1.substitue);
5. var entropyAqry = condEntropy(aqry);
6. if (entropySqry == entropyAqry)
7.
document.form1.submit();
8. else
9. alert (“SQL injection attack inputs are present in supplied values”);
10. }
11. </script>
Figure 3. (a) Modified HTML form (b) JavaScript code for checking SQLI attack at client-side.
We will discuss more about the framework, server-side shadow query generation process, client-side
conditional entropy computation technique in Section 3.

2.2. Related work
Many works have addressed the detection of SQLI attacks from the server-side. The work of Kim
et al. [30] is a recent work in this direction. They remove input variables from queries and
identify the fixed values present in queries. At runtime, they remove attribute values from
generated queries and perform XOR operation with the earlier saved fixed values. An attack
results in a non-zero value during the XOR operation between. In contrast, our approach detects
the attack at the client-side and relies on conditional entropy based comparison to identify
malicious attack inputs.
SQLI attacks have been detected by comparing the parse tree of an intended query and altered
query [2] and randomizing SQL keywords [3]. A number of approaches rely on taint-based static
analysis [4, 29] which are often dependent on string analysis algorithms and suffer from runtime
overhead and false positive warning at the server-side. In contrast to all these approaches, we put
the burden of detecting SQLI attacks at the client-side with a priori information sent by the
server-side. Other popular approach includes applying prepared statement which is language
dependent and not generic [9] as well as profiling the parse trees generated by benign inputs [10].
Lin et al. [11] propose application level security gateway to prevent SQLI attacks. They identify
possible entry points of SQLI attacks to be protected by employing meta-programs that can filter
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out meta-characters to avoid SQLI attacks. Kemaliset al. [13] express SQL queries with Extended
Backus Naur Form (EBNF). They embed an architecture in program code to monitor SQLI
attacks by matching runtime generated queries with EBNF specifications.
In one of our earlier works [24], we compute the entropy of SQL queries to detect SQLI attacks at
the server side. This paper is different from our previous work as we now send information from
the server side to the client side to detect malicious SQLI attack inputs based on four types of
conditional entropies. In contrast, our previous work just relies on the single entropy measure of a
given query to detect SQLI attacks at the server side without sending any information at the client
side. The previous work may suffer from the attack detection effectiveness for input cases where
the entropy level of expected queries and malicious queries might be similar. We alleviate this
issue in this paper by proposing four different metrics to compare the deviation between expected
and actual query to detect a wide range of malicious inputs.
Several works have addressed SQLI attacks from the perspective of effective test case generation
at the server-side ([5, 7, 17]). Interested readers may see the details of further works in the survey
of [21] based on testing, static analysis, dynamic analysis, and program transformation. In
contrast to all these efforts, our proposed approach detects the attack at the client-side and
provides the advantage of stopping the attacks early and avoiding consuming server-side
resources during attack detection.
Our work is also motivated by a number of works based on information theory [26] as a
measurement technique to address a variety of security problems such as worm containment [23],
characterizing audit log data [16], and performance comparison of IDS [20]. Several works apply
information theory to tackle non-security related issues such as measuring the complexity of
software [18] and allocating resources of data storage systems [22]. In contrast to these work, we
propose a set of conditional entropy metrics to detect SQLI attacks at the client-side. The idea of
conditional entropy comes from the motivation that each of the query type dominates the
participation of dynamic variables whose values are supplied from a user. So, instead of
measuring the entropy of the whole query we can measure the entropy only part of a query in its
symbolic representation form.

3. SQLI ATTACK DETECTION APPROACH
Figure 4 shows the proposed framework for detecting SQLI attacks at the client-side with priori
information provided by the server-side. We briefly discuss the six steps (shown in Figure 4) to
provide the workflow of the framework.
First, server-side script code is pre-processed to identify HMTL forms that contain input fields.
Then the SQL queries present in the script code is extracted and we find the relevant set of input
fields in forms that contribute values during dynamic query generation process. We perform static
backward slicing on PHP code to find the relevant variables and their reachability to form fields
[27, 35]. The SQL query present at the server-side script is simplified to generate shadow query.
This is done by replacing table, column, logical operator, and variable values with symbolic
values. This step prevents revealing sensitive information at the client-side. The HTML forms are
modified by adding hidden fields with information on the following: (i) the shadow query, (ii)
fields relevant to dynamic queries and whose values are needed to be replaced with appropriate
symbols in the shadow query, and (iii) the relevant symbols from shadow query that need to be
replaced with user provided inputs. The step also includes the computation of conditional entropy
of a shadow query and an actual query based on the query types and comparing the values for any
deviation to detect SQLI attacks.
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In the second step, the modified server-side script code is deployed in a web server. Then, from a
browser, a user requests a web page to the server (third step) and it returns the modified pages
containing revised HTML forms (fourth step). The user provides inputs in the form and resubmits
to the server (step 5).
The client-side checking takes place in the JavaScript code during step 6. The checking is done by
computing the conditional entropy of the shadow query and the actual query by substituting
symbols with user provided input values. If any deviation is found, the inputs are flagged as
malicious and a user is warned of attempting SQLI attacks. The request is not forwarded to the
server-side. Otherwise, the inputs are considered as benign and the request is forwarded to the
server-side.
Server-side script
1. Form modification and shadow
query generator

2. Deployment of server-side
script code
4. Response page with
modified form

3. Request to server
Web browser
5. Subsequent request to server
after filling form with inputs

6. Entropy-based SQLI attack
checker

No

Deviation
found?

Benign input

Yes
Malicious input

Figure 4. Client-side SQLI attack detection framework.

We now discuss briefly, the shadow query generation and form modification process at the
server-side in Subsection 3.1. Then, we discuss the necessity of conditional entropy measures and
our proposed metrics to measure query deviation in Subsection 3.2. We also show an example of
SQLI attack detection based on conditional entropy metric in Subsection 3.3.

3.1. Shadow query generation and form modification
We first extract the queries by examining the relevant APIs that are related to SQL query
execution. In PHP, the mysql_query()function call arguments are tracked and if they include other
PHP variables, we trace back in the source to see the definition of other variables before
concatenating them to form the original query. The query extraction process is approximate
(manual intervention may be required for complex code structure). This step becomes challenging
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when a query is formed using conditional or loop statement. In this case, our assumption is that
the loop runs once. For conditional statement, we identify queries based on the control flow paths.
The SQL queries extracted at the server-side script are then used to track the relevant HTML form
fields which provide values to relevant PHP variables. We perform a backward static slicing
approach [27, 35] to identify whether a form field value becomes part of a query. If it participates,
we record and combine all field names followed by placing them in a hidden field of the HTML
form.
The extracted queries are simplified to generate shadow queries. A shadow query has the identical
structure of an original query, except the column, table, and variable names are replaced with
symbolic values. We replace table, column, and variable values with symbolic values based on
the following replacement pattern: (i) table names are replaced with t1, t2, and so on; (ii) column
names are replaced with c1, c2, and so on; (iii) logical operators are replaced with l1, l2, and so on;
(iv) values are replaced with v1, v2, and so on. Note the when substituting query variables that are
connected to form fields, we record and store them in a hidden field of the form. The shadow
query is sent from the server-side to facilitate the client-side detection.
Once the shadow query is formed and the HTML form is analyzed, we then generate the
necessary JavaScript code to compute conditional entropy with the embedded information and
detect the deviation between shadow query structure and actual query (formed at the client with
supplied input values). In the next section, we provide details of the measurement metrics that are
used to identify the deviation.

3.2. Conditional entropy calculation
Conditional entropy is a measurement technique that we brought from information theory [26]. In
other words, we are measuring the information content of SQL queries as part of determining the
deviation between shadow query and an original query with malicious inputs. Given that we have
a set of random variables, and we know the outcome of one variable in advance, the randomness
of the remaining variables can be computed with the conditional entropy metric. For a given SQL
query, if we have the priori information about the query type (e.g., select, insert, delete), we can
measure the information content about certain parts of the query. This allows us to reduce the
computation time to determine entropy level.
Table 1 shows the common four types of SQL queries that are dynamically generated at the
server-side. We show examples of shadow queries and the selected parts of the queries that we
consider for measuring the information content. The last column shows the query part under
computation. For example, in the first row, we show a general form of select type shadow query
(column, table, field, and value are given symbolic names). The where condition (f1=v1) is the
dynamic part and it is considered for measuring the information content given that we know that
the type of query is select. Similarly, for insert type query, we find the values inserted are
vulnerable to SQLI attacks. So, we choose the value part of the query to measure the information
content. In the same manner, for update type query, we choose set and where condition. Finally,
for delete type query, we only consider where condition.
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Table 1. Sample query and selected part for conditional entropy computation .
Type
Select
Insert
Update
Delete

Example query

Selected part Query part for entropy
computation
Select c1, c2 from t1where c1=v1 Where
c1=v1
condition
Insert into t1 (c1, c2) values (v1, Value
(v1, v2)
v2)
Update t1 set c1=v1 where (c1=v2) Set, where
set c1=v1 where (c1=v2)
condition
Delete from t1 where c1=v1
Where
c1=v1
condition

We now formally present the formula for computing the conditional entropy given that we know
the query types.
Let us assume that q be a query present in a program, T={t1, t2, …, tM) be the set of tables being
used in the query, C={c1, c2, …, cL) is the set of all columns that can be selected, inserted, deleted,
or updated in q, V ={v1, v2, …, vP) is the set of values that are used in where conditions or setting
values, L={l1, l2, …, lP) is the logical operators present in the where condition of q, and O={o1, o2,
o3, o4} is the set of operation types that can be performed by q. Here, o1, o2, o3, o4 represent select,
insert, update, and delete operations, respectively.
We now define four different probability and conditional probability functions as follows:
P(o) is the probability that a query q performs specific operation o (select, insert, update, delete),
where oεO.
P(c) is the probability that column c appears in the query q, where cεC.
P(v) is the probability that a value v appears in a query condition or input value, where vεV.
P(t) is the probability that a query q contains a table t, where tεT.
P(l) is the probability that a query q contains a logical operation (AND, OR, NOT), where lεL.
P(c|o) is the conditional probability of the presence of column c given that we know the operation
type o for query q.
P(v|o) is the conditional probability of value v being used in a query’s where condition or set
values given that we know the operation type of q.
P(t|o) is the conditional probability of table t being accessed or modified in a query given that we
know the operation type of q.
P(l|o) is the conditional probability of performing logical operation (in where condition) in q,
given that we know the operation type of q.
We now define four conditional entropies of a query q as follows.
Given that we know the operation type of a query, the conditional entropy of column (denoted as
Hc) can be computed as follows (Equation (i)):
Hc(c|o) = log P(c|o)… (i)
Hc allows us to detect SQLI attacks where altered query selects additional columns (e.g., UNION
select (1, 1)).
Given that we know the operation type of a query, the conditional entropy of values (denoted as
Hv) can be computed as follows (Equation (ii)):
Hv(v|o) = log P(v|o)… (ii)
Hv allows us to detect attacks where altered query may set new values to fields not intended by
the original query (e.g., tautology has 1=1 in attack signatures where 1 is assumed as a value).
Given that we know the operation type of a query, the conditional entropy of table (denoted as Ht)
can be computed as follows (Equation (iii)):
Ht(t|o) = log P(t|o)… (iii)
Ht allows us to detect attacks where altered query may perform additional operations on table not
intended by the original query (e.g., piggybacked queries selecting arbitrary tables).
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Given that we know the operation type of a query, the conditional entropy of logical operation
(denoted as Hl)can be computed as follows (Equation (iv)):
Hl (l|o) = log P(l|o)… (iv)
Hl allows us to detect attacks where altered query may perform additional logical operations on
table not intended by the original query (e.g., tautology).
The unit of the conditional entropy is bit. The minimum value for conditional entropy in a query q
can be zero. This might happen if a query accesses just one table, column, or includes one logical
condition. There is no upper bound for the conditional entropy value.

3.3. Example of SQLI attack detection with conditional entropy
We show an example application of our proposed conditional entropy metric (Hl) and how it can
be used to detect malicious inputs causing SQLI attacks. We reuse the shadow query in Figure
3(a): select c1, c2 from t1 where c3 =v1l1 c4 = v2. Being a select query, we only consider the where
conditions (c3=v1l1 c4=v2). We find that
L = {l1}, o= {select}, P (o) = P (l1|select) = P (l1, select) = 1.
The conditional entropy for logical operator (denoted as Hl-shadow) in the shadow query becomes
Hl-shadow(l|o) = -P(l1,select)*log(P(l1|select)) = -1*log(1) = 0.
Let us assume that an attacker provides a tautology input (‘ or 1=1 -- ) in the login field and no
input in the password field. Then, where c3 =v1l1 c4 = v2 becomes c3=’’ or 1=1 -- l1 c4=v2. By
substituting inputs with symbolic values we obtain c3=’’ l2 c5=v1-- l1 c4=v2 (or is replaced with l2).
The revised logical operator space and conditional probabilities are as follows:
L = {l1, l2 }, P(l1|select) = P(l2|select) = 1/2. P(l1,select) = P(l2,select) = 1/2.
The conditional entropy for logical operator (denoted as Hl-actual) becomes
Hl-actual(l|o) = -P(l1,select)*log(P(l1|select))-P(l2,select)*log(P(l2|select)) = 1
This indicates that the conditional entropy of logical operator increases due to tautology attack.
Similarly, we can show the usefulness of the proposed four conditional entropies to detect other
types of SQLI attacks. Table 2 shows a mapping between the attack types and the proposed
conditional entropy metrics that can be used to detect them at the client side.
Table 2. A mapping between SQLI attack types and conditional entropy metrics.

Attack type
Tautology
Union
Piggybacked
query

Hc

Hv
√

Ht

Hl
√

√
√

4. EVALUATION
We evaluate the proposed conditional entropy-based client-side SQLI attack detection approach
using three open source PHP applications available from sourceforge.net. The chosen programs
have been ranked among the top five most downloaded applications during our evaluation. The
programs include PHP-Address book (address and contact manger), Serendipity (blog
management), and PHP-fusions (content management system). Table 3 shows some
characteristics of these applications that include the number of files we analyze (column 2) and
the corresponding lines of code (column 3), the number of forms modified (column 4), and the
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number of different query types (column 5-8) related to the form fields. The last two columns
show the minimum and maximum number of input fields that we notice in these forms.
We generate the shadow queries and modify forms in PHP applications (all compatible with PHP
version 5.3 or above). We deploy the applications in an Apache web server (version 2.2) with
MySQL server as the backend database after creating necessary tables with data set. We then visit
the web applications so that we can reach the modified pages and access the HTML forms. We
supply malicious inputs in form fields. We observe whether the checking at the client-side
extension generates a warning and a request is stopped in presence of attack inputs. We apply
three types of attack inputs: tautology, union, and piggybacked queries.
Table 4 shows the results obtained during our evaluation with both attack and benign inputs. The
second and third columns show the number of attack inputs applied in form field and the
corresponding number of warnings generated. The approach successfully detects all the attacks
when. Thus, the false negative rate in our evaluation is zero. The fourth and fifth columns show
the number of benign input (generated randomly and applied to different form fields) and the
number of warning that we notice in our evaluation. The approach does not generate any false
positive warning.
Table 3.Characteristics of the applications.

Program
PHP-Address
book
Serendipity
PHP-fusions

# of files LOC
14
3,422
3
20

5,465
6,419

# of form Select Update Insert Delete Min Max
12
7
2
2
1
2
7
7
17

4
11

1
3

1
2

1
1

2
2

8
10

Table 4.Evaluation results.

Program
PHP-Address
book
Serendipity
PHP fusions

# of attack # of attacks # of benign
inputs applied detected inputs applied
36
36
240
21
51

21
51

140
340

# of false
warning
0
0
0

Figure 5 shows a snapshot of the time delay overhead due to the computation of four types of
conditional entropies for the three applications (we consider the average time taken for entropies
for both shadow and actual queries). The x axis shows the four types of conditional entropies and
the y axis shows the computation time delays in milliseconds.
The computation of Hc and Ht takes the highest and lowest amount of time for all applications.
This is due to the involvement of relatively higher number of columns and lower number of table
in queries among these applications. We notice that PHP-Address Book application takes more
time to compute the conditional entropies than the other two applications. We find that the
shadow queries of PHP-Address Book is more complex than the other two applications (includes
more columns, tables and logical operators).
These contribute to the consumption of the processing time during the attack detection process.
Serendipity takes the lowest amount of time during the conditional entropy (except Hl which is
the highest among three applications) computation steps. The Serendipity application has
relatively simple form of queries and hence consume less time during the evaluation. Overall, the
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computation time overhead is found to be negligible. We also observe that the amount of HTML
code and JavaScript code added due to our approach is also negligible.

Figure 5. Delay comparison among applications for conditional entropy computation

5. CONCLUSION
SQLI attack is a concern among web application users and a primary source of widespread
security breaches. This paper has developed conditional entropy metric-based SQLI attack
detection framework based on the priori information supplied from the server-side. Our approach
relies on the generation of shadow queries as well as encoding information in HTML forms to
enable the necessary checking at the client-side. We measure the deviation between an expected
query and an altered query with four conditional entropy metrics that are capable of detecting
different types of known and unknown attacks. The approach not only allows detection of
malicious inputs causing SQLI at the client-side early, but also relieves the server-side for
additional checking and acts as a complementary solution to other existing approaches. We
evaluate the proposed approach with three PHP applications containing known SQLI
vulnerabilities. The results indicate that the approach can successfully stop malicious inputs at the
client-side without any significant overhead.
Our future plan includes developing more metrics to consider the deviation of complex form of
SQL queries that can be altered under attack inputs and SQLI attacks on stored procedures. Future
work also includes evaluating our approach with more open source web applications. Moreover,
we are planning to apply the concepts from information theory to mitigate other web-based
attacks such as cross-site scripting.
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